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• ABSTRACT

The traditional exchange system for wholesale meat in. the United

States is under attack, partly because of changes in industry structure

and partly because of alleged inefficiencies and equities in pricing.

New marketing alternatives are -under consideration including a cen-

tralized computer trading system. ,This paper reviews the history behind

the evolution of electronic trading .potentials for mat, and suggests

some economic considerations and evaluation guidelines for such a

system.



Wholesale Meat Trading in. the United States:

Pricing Issues and Evaluation Guidelines for Electronic Ma
rketing

Introduction

The United States meat industry is extremely large and complex.

In 1979, slaughter plants produced 38.28 billion pounds of red meat.

Beef accounted for 57 percent (21.3 billion pounds), pork, excluding

lard, for about 41 percent (15.3 billion pounds), veal for 1.25 per-

cent (0.4 billion pounds) and lamb and mutton accounted for .75 per-

cent (284 million pounds) (14). Gross sales of the red meat industry

were estimated at $50.6 billion in 1979, up' 12 percent from 1978 (1).

Individuals and organizations at each of the production-marketing

chain links have a large stake in the quality of economic performance

of the system. 'However, the most important link in the chain is the

wholesaling function where meat packers and various handlers, in-

cluding retailers, come together and the price discovery takes place.

Much public concern about the performance of the livestock-meat

sector of the U.S. economy centers around 2 issues: (1) the changing

structure of the industry and (2) adequacy of the existing price dis-

covery and price reporting systems for livestock and meat. This paper

• is concerned with reviewing these issues, and suggests some economic

considerations.and evaluation guidelines for a specific alt
ernative

exchange mechanism for red meat; electronic trading.

Changing Structure and Technology

The structure of the meat industry became a matter of public

concern over seventy years ago, culminating in the famous "Consent



Decree" of of 1920. In 1918 the "Big Five" Armour, Swift, Wilson, Cudahy

and Morris accounted for about 49 percent of commercial cattle slaugh-

ter, 44 percent of the hogs and 62 percent of the sheep and lambs.

Concentration at the national level dropped to 23 percent, 33 percent,

and 55 percent for cattle, hogs, and sheep by the 1960s. The de-

creasing concentration was due to many factors including the Consent

Decree, improvements in transportation and communication, increased

use of federal grading, and shifts in location of livestock pro-

duction (18).

During the 1970's concerns again arose over increasing concentra-

tion of steer and heifer slaughter with the four largest firms account-

ing for 32.5 percept of national steer and heifer slaughter in 1978

compared to 26.1 percent in 1970, and larger proportions on a regional

basis (18).

• The 1970's saw the reemergence of multiplant large-scale firms

with decentralized .operations. These firms adopted new techniques

which improved their operational efficiency by lowering in-plant unit

costs and improving by-product utilization. The most significant

technological innovation was the introduction of the concept of beef

processing beyond the carcass level, i.e. "boxed beef." Cothern•

suggested that boxing beef has "reduced the geographic integrity of

isolated markets, since products could be shipped longer distances

more cheaply and also could be held longer periods of time in cold

storage" (2).

As in the slaughtering stage of the meat market, the final



handlers (retail chains, fast food chains, hotel and restaurant chains)

have also been getting bigger and more industrialized and often utilizing

centralized meat buying/processing operations, Some carcass receiving

capabilities are being eliminated and management flexibilities associated

with boxed meat are being utilized.

Meat PriciTs, Issues

With these developments the industry emphasis shifted to large

volume sales. Market bests trading, or "formula pricing," evolved and

spread throughout the trade. This pricing method stipulates that

terms of delivery, quality and quantity of meat traded are agreed on at

one time with the price to be based on a published quote at a later

date (usually the day prior to shipping). Prices are calculated on a

formula, usually a number of cents per 100 pound over (or under)

negotiated and reported price published by a market reporting service,

usually the National Provisioner's "Yellow Sheet." Recent evidence

based upon industry surveys suggests that a relatively large variation

exists in the use of formula pricing by firm, product, and region

(4, 5, 13).

Most of the studies suggest that formula pricing is the dominant

method used for carcass beef transactions while most boxed beef is

priced on negotiated basis. About one-half of fresh pork is sold on

negotiated basis and the other half is priced on formula or price list

basis (5). Surveys showed that there are geographical differences in

the. relative proportion of negotiated and formula transactions. In

the West Coast, pricing is typically based upon negotiations for fresh



pork and and beef while in the East, formula is the 
predominant method. In

Central States either of the methods or a combination of 
the two is

usually used.

The wholesale meat prlc,,,,ks are primarily reported by three market

new services. These are:

1. The Daily Market  and Naws Ser,ricP published by the National• - - --

Provisioner, Inc., also known as "The Yellow Sheet."

2. Mae Market  11-se—cib d ReportingService c' ,)hecl 11,7 the. 

Meat Sheet. Inc., also known as "The Meat Sheet."

3. "Market News," published by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture.

The "Yellow" and "Meat" Sheets are privately ow-rld services and

"Market News" is a government publication. Price and other market in-

formation are collected and disseminated through mailing, 
telephone,

and other means of communication (9).

In recent years there has been increased criticism of pricing 
and

price reporting in the wholesale meat market, especially for beef. 
A

1978 General Accounting Office study concluded:

"The current industry reliance on formula pricing hap resulted

In two major concerns: Inadequate price information and

susceptibility of pricing information to manipulation" (3);

Similar concerns were expressed by the National Commission on Food

Marketing as early as 1966 (8). A series of reports and congressional

committees and government agencies reveal .a range of concerns and.

alleged inefficiencies and inadequacies in the meat pricing system 
as

well as strong denials of any real important problems. For example(17).

While disagreement exists on the effect on market performance,



evidence is strong that the reported base of negotiated transactions ,

for some important meat products is small (13).

Controversy over the accuracy of market inform4tion and number of

the reported negotiated transactions led the Secretary of Agriculture

to appoint a Meat Pricing Task Force in 1978. A series of hearings,

testimony, and studies resulted in a 'lumber of conclusions and

recommendations that focused on efforts to improve the market performance

through voluntary measures rather than TIV:,7 regulations. The Task

Force's recommendations were for either the industrz to provide more

and adequate reporting through the present system or u3E-1 an electronic

trading system which could increase the volume negptiated and reported,

i.e. development of an electronic -meat trading system (15,17).

In 1980, the USDA Meat Pricing and Consultation Craup, which was

formed to review the meat industries efforts to accommodate the Task

Force recommendations and to eliminate some of the pricing problems,

submitted a report to the Sctcretary of Agriculture. It stated that

little progress has been made since 1979 to expand the wiume of

negotiated - reported trades. Their review- of the status of implementa-

tion of an electronic trading system by the industry .led them to

conclude that:

"Industry reactions to the plan to test the viability and

feasibility of electronic trading in meat at wholesale have

been disappointing. Nevertheless, the Group is convinced that

such -a system deserves a fair test to determine the extent

of its promise. The Department should continue to take steps



to accomplish a test, including providing funds to assist

with defraying the cost of such a test" (16).

In September 1980, the Secretary of Agriculture announced that the

state of Illinois through. the University of Illinois Agricultural

ExpP7tmPnt Station will receive a grant to test and evaluate a national

electronic meat trading -v-cr -Tnitially a pilot test will use a

Computer-Assisted Trading System. (CATS) developed by a private.

company. . Th49 paper will noz.,address this specific system since it

has not been implemented- at this time, but will -ufTE,---st evaluation

criteria and discuss some of the economic considerations.

Electronic  Trading

"Electronic trading systems" arc to be distinguished from other

non electronic marketing mechanisms and "electronic. information

systems." The term electronic trading in this paper refers to the use

of various electronic devices to centralize the price discovery function

as well as assembly and dissemination of market information- This is in

contrast with an electronic information system's basic function of 1

reporting product availability and past transactions. Two features of

electronic trading are that participants execute transactions through

electronic communications links without copresence of buyer,

product: and they use descriptive terminology (or possJbly video display)

to communicate product attributes.

Electronic trading is relatively novel in. the agricultural sector

having been successfully imiemented in only a few commodities and

comparatively small geographical markets. Existing examples of



electronic trading systems are the teletype system for marketing

slaughter hogs in Ontario, Canada; the Telcot computerized cotton

exchange in Texas; the Egg Clearinghouse in New Hampshire; and
i

various telephone auctions .for feeder pigs in several states,

Proponents of electronic marketing point to the conceptual appeal

of centralizing the exchange function, which allows large numbers of

buyers and sellers to execute transactions without transporting either

the traders or product to a central point, with current market informa-

tion readily available. Detractcirs, on the other hand, voice concerns

that accurate description for product 1oelA,Ly .,, not achievable,

and that the subtle kinds of market information gained through personal

contact is lost. Other suggested • advantages and disadvantages of

electronic trading are found elsewhere, for exampl. (ii)

Meat,  at wholesale, is already commonly traded privately, over

long distances by description over the telephone, •thus buying and sell-

ing at a distance on an electronic exchange would not, in itself, be a

radical departure from the present. liowever, present descriptive

terms and •trading habits may be far Irom standardized among firms.

Economic _Considerations and Evaluation Guidelines

"Market efficiency" is la concept commonly used by economists to

evaluate the complex and sometimes conflicting perspectives in the

marketplace. Some also often use the concept of a "purely competitive

market" as a performance norm or base against which to Judge or compare

performance of existing or proposed market mechanisms, Others suggest

the use of specific performance objectives assessed through indicator



and when possible c-ivantified. in empiricalterms

A successful exchange must exhibit .several characteristics related

to market efficiency and overall economic viability. From an analytical

standpoint, electronic meat trading may be evaluated in terms of itq

Performance in four aspects or objective (i.e. goal) categories:

/. Pricing

2. Operational efficiency;

System's design and industry acceptability; and

4. Structural impacts.

It is highly unlikely that aliy svstPm. can provide thr-., optimal condi-

tions implied in these key areas simultaneously. For a new system to

supplant an existing one it must provide for an improved and accantahie

level of performance, on balance, in these areas compared with existing

trading atthods. Table 1 presents sublective performance indicators

for each of these general evaluation categories. These and other

economic issues are discussed below.

PricingEfficiency

Pricing efficiency is a concept related to the market system's

ability to reflect changes in demand and affect resource allocation.

According to Philips:

"Pricing efficiency is concerned with the price-making role

of the market system. It concerns how accurately, hoTv

effectively, how rapidly, and how freely the marketing system

makes prices which measure product values to the ultimate



consumer and reflects tee values through the various stages

of the marketing system to producers." (10)

Pricing efficiellcy ;as a prform.,,,,nce category is especially important

since most of the recent criticism -.)f the current system

on pricing and pric.e report-ing

One of the main problems associated w4.1a the widespraa 050 of

formula pricip..g is the decline in the number of negotiated transactions,.

i.e. the "thin market" problem. A. 7thiri. market" is gne.1. 11y

characterized 1.7rf low transaction vfDlume, inadequate , or lower quality

potentialinformation, 'ILA nnicu manipulation. Tollik summarized

the concern with "thin markes" as follows; -

"A small volume of trading at a ecutral marketplace can result

in price behavior not warranted by economic conditions.

Moreover, deliberate mArlipulation of prices is more feasible

with a small volume., If the central market quotations are

used as base prices in other transactions, the problemq of

unwarranted or manipulated prices acquire increased !, collornic

importance" (12).

A distinction should be made here between a "thin market" which

implies a small transaction vol ume.is involved in price discovery of ;.1

product and a "thinly reported market" which implies that a small pro-

portion of a large volume of transactions is involved in the price

discovery process. There is obviously a large number of transarious

taking place in the meat trade each day. However, the number of

negotiated transactions is only a portion of the total, and the



Taale 1: Evaluation Go.idPlinrtq for Electronic 1.1at -Trading

Evaluation CaLi_agorv ie •^1-.1.1oLTIance

, Pricing Efficiencv

2 era ticnalEfficjeacv

3. Degio-n ad Acceptability

The degree of market thjmnes as
indi,cated by the relative volume
traded.

Quantity, quality,
and tiTeline of 1.7 r Cal t
and oher iarke t.orriation to
all po-...-..ential ue of tbe

C . Ability to miiIin;ize unworr;allted
price fluctuatiqns by providing
appropriate ;.-rnd desirable
conditiotls for markt clearance.

d. Pricing accuracy in terms of
price differtialz over
space and form, including
quality factors.

a. Exchange costs including
fievelopment and education costs.

h. Firm's per unit cost of trading
on the exchange in the short and
long term,

c. Effect on other marketing costs
suc.11 as shr±ra, spoilage,
quality, trnsportation anc
distributio.n,

d. Indivect cost reduction result-
ing from interfacing with firm's
-1-finagement and accountiog
functions.

a Adequacy of product description
and the .svstQms ability to
account for the variation in
product quality and ldrm$ within
and among firms,
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Table 1: (continued)

3. Desizn and Acceptability

4. Structural._Impacts

b. Sensitivity to firms need for

confidentially and performance

guarantees.

c. Buyers and sellers attitudes on

number of complaints.

d. Adaptability and flexibility .to

accommodate different and
changing needs of users.

a. Degree of access or harriers to

the exchaAge to all willing

potential visers.

b. The degree of interaction among
firms by size ;and region, and

indication of exposure and
integration levels.

c. Differentiate costs among
various firms sizes and volume
traded.

d. Impact on formula or forward
pricing,



number actually actually reported is smaller.

The major concern about "thinly reported" or "thin" markets

the quantity and quality of information. The potential impact of

electronic trading of mat on the "thinly reported market" and "thin

market" problems will dpper44. largelv on the volume traded in the opeu

A large and frequently traded volume will increase the con-

fidence in a reported price, On the other hand, a small volume: traded,•

on a new system, may divide availabla negotiations between two ex-

(If

(i,e., the current and electronic systems) thus, the pr2blem.

a "thinly reported r2rtot" , b)41 -at/e- than relpoi or

c,limirtated.

Accss-ibility-to a large numbr of traders is an important indi-

cator of positive impact on pricing c,fficiencv. in Lae_ cr:we of meat, a

relativeTv small number of 1,-arge traders would be suficient to generate

large volume because of the existing structure of the 1442at industry.

However, it is important that a minim= number of traders participate

in the market in ordey to fulTy represent the market.

An electronip trading system may :Lncrease effective trading com-

petition as a result of centralizing th price discovery function. An

increasing number of negotiated trades and the availability of current

market information to all traders would be expected to have a. positive

impact on the accuracy and represPvtion of price and subsequently

the efficiency of re.soul:ce alloection. Electronic trading is capable

of reporting narket information to traders, regardless of their



geographical location location or market power, hence increases competition.

Another indicator for pricing efficiency is the syst(TA's ability

to minimize unwarranted price fluctuations by providing appropriate

conditions for clearing the market. For example, th.4re*. could he a

potential positive impact on T;ricir!g efficiency. if the number and fre-

quency of the Incidents of distressed trades arc, reduced as a result

of increased accessibility to not-traditional tz..aders.:in various h-lca-

tions.

Finally, thexchal:ze should provide for pricing accuracy. -In

term; of differentials over time, space and form, including the

product's quality. SpecificaUy: .price .z.4 nec,.,<3 be_ 'We ell any

two locations for similar products during a certain period should not

exceed transfer costs and equal to transfer costs if ..product is

actually shipped, (2) prices for a given product over time. should be

flexible enough to accQmodatc changes in market fundamentals but not

unnecessarily volitije or disperse and (3) price difintials .for

quality, sex, type, alternate forms, etc. of a product should reflect

differences in processint; and production cost,

Operational Efficiency

Operational CEfIC1QCV is concerned with .rneasurinE, itiput-output

relationships. That is, it is concerned with the cost of performing

various marketing functiona in moving the products from producers/

processors to consumers, including the cost of the exchange.

A new trading process must provide its service at a competitive

rate. Both variable and fixed costs must be. considered. T24-,1 -
CO,F.itS



•

include equipment depreciation, insurance, and the relevant portion of

A..the firms oveau , Variable costs ore those associated witll

operating the equipment (e.g computer terminal) which include prepara-

tion and actual operating coats such as computer usage? • 'telephone and

17•:4bor.

A trading mechanism is considered more op3-i.ion:_ally efficient

than another if its .,.-11.1m of variable and fixed costs per unit of transac-

tion is less than the other. The current operationally efficient direct

long distance telephone marketing practice and the large volume of

formula trading in the me.at industry suggest that in short term an

electronic .f.- change would provide only a small savings potential

Henderson suggested that nominal efficiency gains might be achieved

from more rapid communication (6), In addition, a 1 -s-ge trader may

save on total telephone costs by eliminating one more te.;.e)hone

lines. Also there may be ;some potential of facilitating bi,rt#:::r ccn

,...,,,, and larger market exposvre, thus reduce tran1Tortation :..).7.Jo other

marketing costs.

Another potential gain in operational efficiency over the existirc,

system is the possibility that it might have a lower cost of cxpansion,

a long term consideration. As firms grow and exp.,--11.1d their market share,

the total transaction costs may be less for a com-pitori-od th;71-1. •

traditional negotiation methods to that firm. An electronic system is

technically expected to accommodate larger trading volume with q

than )ronortionnl increase in cbst compared with current methods.

Also, :in the long term an electronic trading system would provide an



opportunity. of interfacing with firm's oom9aterized it,,, agemeut and

accounting systems, thus improving the overall firm's operaticrmi

efficiency.

Conceptually, it is possible that a large shift from formula

trading to nectitLion may reduce the narket's operational efficiency.

Since formula trading is quite efficient sod requires minimum efforts

in terms of skills and op,eration, a move M. the, probably more co8tly

negotiated tradi718 might increase costs,

Svstem ts • 1-n,,c4 c,- are 1,,d t--ry AcciLt„pabi,Itv- .

An effective and successful system must be accepted. ;And used by

the meat industry. Acceptability is .17(2dated to the design of the

system, the traditions, the frame of reference, ;and the environment of

the industry.

There are four characteristics necessary for a competitive

electronic trading system: (I) stablished appropriate rules. of trade;

(2) equal access by all traders to the market and market information;

(3) all traders arc free to act on the information available; and (4)

identification of the uniformly accepted and easy to understand product

description and standardization, While all these characteristics are

important in any market system, the identifiation and accurate

description of the product is essential for an electronic exchange.

Theoretical conditions must be translated to a usable and

practical system that meets the needs of its users or it will not he

readily adopted. Confidentality, assured performance on transactions,

and ease and speed of use .are design attributes desired by users.



Another performance indicator is the system's adap_ability and

flexibility to ;Accommodate difirent and changing neethi of u.so-ifs.

Structurl '1:pncts

F:txuctufc refers to the physcal and institu

of the industry, e.g. th.e numbc.f:cd reletive sine of SZQC“, <3.041

ical location, the degree of vertici ...i.1111:..Lt.-.i.tyu„ etc. There arc:

many war:3 in v,;hic.h a v. able electronic. meat ;j.ffe.c

structure for example,deoy •

.11.CCCr,;:t to -.:11.e onclumgo. to

small firms because their cost per unit traded .1 27

At the same tiD:e., it might provide them with hat..te:re. d t. info7r:mPtim:L

and thus improve their relative poitJ_on in the long term,

Electronic trading mighi.: lead to "opening by",the markei, by

bringing new trading partners together which might break up soTne.

traditional "habit" tradeq, or alternatively it .ght lead to more

formal contractual or Irccograted rilatiollships because of the foot if

increased price uncertainty.

Thu impact on formula or forward pricing is an inportant structural'

issue since the present utructure does not permit for easy public.

scrutiny Electronic trad -:,ng may provide for some .::;truci:v.ral safe-

guards and possibly increase the level of confidence in the process of

basc price discoverv. L.*c should be pointed out that an electronic

exchange, in and of itself, will not necessarily change any already

existing structural imbalances, and information which is equally

available to all ).1,ers may not have equal value to all users.
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Conclusion

The problems of meat prici.ng are difficult and complex. It is not

clear that an electronic market would be accepted by the meat industry.

The economic viability of electronic trading of meat is difficult tp

validate without sufficient observations from actual trading over a

long period of time Furthermore, several of the performance indicators

may be intangible and or/difficult to quantify. The pilot test phase

in electronic marketing ventures might give some. indication of the

impacts on some of :these areas.

Electronic trading systems are necessarily complex Prid so are

difficult for potential users to understand. Thus an educational

program is usually -import:apt to assist potential traders in understand-

ing the potential advantages. or disadvantages and enlist their

experience in improving current features. Industry commitment is

essential for the implementation of electronic meat trading.

•
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